Introduction
Network virtualization 1, 2 grossly refers to allowing customers and applications (tenants) to utilize and independently control allocated virtual network resources as if resources were real and tenants owned them. As transport networks evolve, the need to provide network abstraction and virtualization has emerged as a key requirement for operators 3 . The network is "sliced", with tenants being given a different partial and abstracted topology view of the physical underlying network. The granularity level of control given to tenants can vary, up to a virtual mesh network topology with dynamic customer control. In flexi-grid networks, a control plane (CP) is used for dynamic provisioning and recovery of flexible optical channels (LSPs), with the optical spectrum allocated dynamically and adaptively in multiples of a width granularity. While current CP architectures 4 are well suited for control of physical network resources, they need to be extended to support network virtualization, (by means of e.g. a hypervisor) providing open and programmable interfaces, to allocate virtual resources in an interactive, flexible and dynamic way with minimal impact on other tenants.
Virtualization and Control Architecture
We present an architecture based on stacking PCEs (i.e., vertically arranged in layers in a N:1 relationship forming an inverse tree), augmented with active stateful capabilities and open and standard interfaces (PCEP/BGP-LS REST). The lowest layer is in direct control of a set of physical resources (a flexigrid optical network), with an Active Stateful PCE and a GMPLS CP. This PCE has persistent PCEP sessions with each head-end node in order to provision LSPs; acts as a network hypervisor exporting views of the physical topology based on tenant allocation policy (abstracted subgraphs), and enables controlled (isolated, secured and independent) access to the network. Such stacking results in a hierarchy of topologies and virtualized, abstracted networks 3 allowing a flexible and recursive partitioning up to virtual frequency slots. Generalizing, a PCE that behaves as a hypervisor for a given layer is referred to as lo-PCE (lower), and PCEs that consume exported slices and operate on the partitioned TED views are referred to as hi-PCE (for higher), up to Tenant PCEs and applications (Fig.1) . Note, first, that the architecture does not actually mandate a GMPLS control plane; the lo-PCE abstracts the actual topology and provisioning, and other approaches (e.g., SBIs such as direct OpenFlow control) are not precluded. Second, we focus in a single domain; the extension to a multi-domain context is straightforward by means of hierarchical stateful PCEs 5 . Third, hiPCEs can be physical servers or virtualized and dynamically instantiated 6 . Finally, by using a uniform approach and open and standard interfaces, the architecture enables stacking In expected deployments, each tenant is able to control its slice independently, the performance being mainly defined by the allocated resources and the tenant private traffic patterns. However, the architecture enables an additional degree of flexibility, under policy, by allowing overlapping in the partitioning of the optical spectrum (intertenant shared bandwidth), enabling cross-use of unused resources (the performance per slice then also depending on tenant external traffic).
Control Plane Protocol Extensions
The status of PCEP and BGP-LS protocol drafts cover the main requirements for the stackable PCE architecture. That said, minor extensions are required to cover the fact that a lo-PCE needs to declare itself as proxy PCC for the actual head-end nodes and LSP delegation is recursive, as well as to disseminate flexi-grid NCFs in BGP-LS.
Experimental Performance Evaluation
We have implemented and deployed a testbed with a Spanish 14-node network with emulated ROADMs, links having 128 NCFs (Fig.3) . The tenant manager instantiates cloud-based hiPCEs on demand 6 by using OpenStack REST API and interacts with the lo-PCE to obtain the TED to be partitioned. There are several performance aspects: first, involving the deployment of virtualized hi-PCEs, largely depending on the capabilities of hosting nodes and the VM image size. Second, in terms of CP overhead, connection setup delay and blocking probability per slice. For the former, with Linux images with PCE software up to 3 GB, hi-PCEs are typically operative in 10-60s. For the latter, the performance is evaluated with requests following a Poisson process with neg. exp. holding times (HT). Errors can be due to path computation (in hi-PCEs) or signalling: a critical aspect is the TED update delay involving OSPF-TE and BGP-LS, resulting in hi-PCEs operating with outdated information, mitigated by limiting the inter-arrival rate. We instantiate three 4-node sub-graph tenants (T1, T2, T3). T2 T3 have the same links with slots defined by 88 and 40 NCFs. T1 is link disjoint with 88 NCFs (Fig.2) . We interact with T2/T3 while running an automated test in T1 (star topology) with 10 4 requests, showing concurrent operation. Fig. 4 shows the setup delay histogram and CDF seen by hi-PCE apps for IAT=10s, HT=20s, traffic spec m=4 (50GHz), with spikes corresponding to different source pairs and their distance to the lo-PCE (avg. 37ms with avg. GMPLS signalling 20ms). BP (Fig.5) is evaluated with 10 3 requests per point, increasing HT, reaching 32% at 30Er. (Fig. 6) . System scaling is defined by the lo-PCE capabilities due to processing and session management: N PCEP/BGP-LS session pairs to hi-PCE/tenant, PCEP sessions to LSRs and inspection of OSPF-TE LSAs for updates. 
Conclusions
We have proposed an architecture supporting virtualization and multi-tenancy; a complete and production-ready solution based on stackable PCEs, and open and mature protocols. It allows controlled and concurrent access by tenants and it is validated for small/medium sized scenarios. Blocking Probability for Tenant1 4-node star network IAT=10s m=4
